RMCupgrade
RMCupgrade—Baan IV, Baan V, ERPLN
Application Migration – Patch / SP / Project Management – System Upgrade tools
Crossroads RMC understands that every company is unique in its processes and how they do business. In this
diverse business world the idea of one size fits all just does not fit. Crossroads RMC also understands the
importance of staying current with the latest software and additional functionality supplied by service packs and
version upgrades. Crossroads RMC has developed an add-on product that will assist IT personnel to perform
Baan upgrades from any version of Baan to any other version of Baan.

Background:
RMCupgrade was created to help Crossroads RMC migrate our customers’ customizations between major and
minor versions of Baan. It has been a valuable tool for us, and now is ready to be made available to the Baan
community as an add-on product.
Application Migration
The RMCupgrade tool provides the following benefits for upgrading Versions of Baan:

 Project Management








Easily assess the effort required to upgrade.
Assign sessions and components to users.
Provide visibility for components used by multiple sessions (status, assigned user, etc.)
Easily advance sessions through the steps required for successful migration.
Provide an easy interface for users to use for user testing and acceptance.
Easily spot components that are obsolete or not required.
Provide visibility to management regarding the status of the upgrade project.

 Migration Tools









Show differences between components in an easy to read format.
Easily determine the best migration strategy for each component.
Update Forms, Reports, Tables, etc. with a single click of the mouse.
Keep a record of changes for future upgrades.
Immediately know all components related to a session.
Show Differences: (old -> new), (old -> custom), (custom -> new) at your fingertips
Display, difference, edit, run, compile all from a single screen.
Add comments and/or text for developer, QA, manager or team member.

Path/SP/Project Management
Your migration was successful and easy, thanks to RMCupgrade, so ok, what’s next? After the initial migration
is complete, do not remove the RMCupgrade tool! It will provide the following ongoing benefits:
 Retain a history of what was upgraded and what was not and reasons why.
 Easily determine the effort required (if any) for required patch and service pack upgrades.
 Manage future projects and customizations
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